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ABSTRACi' 

The study of crisis research can give Information on two Issues In the 

methodology of social sr.lence: tha decision to translate a research Idea 

~ Into actual practice, and the nature of the background of the research which 

preserves the ephe•meral data of historical events. The study was done with 

the social scientists who conducted research on the assassination of President 

Kenr.edy and a matched contra! Sample of other soelal scientists. 

Th~ positions and Interests of the critical and control groups differed 

little. In fact, a majorfty of the control group was Interested In crisis 

research and even had thought about doing a study of ~:le Kennedy assass !nation. 

Organizational pressures seemed little effective as a reason for doing research. 

Descriptions by the crltlcal group of how they engaged in their study showed 

a strong connection to current research and a quick start of the actual 

research process. 

The pr\nclpal factor which seems to account for the action taken by the 

critical group ts the evaluation taken of the role of the sctentt~t. The con-

trol group Is less Interested tn per~onal prestige and more In communication. Fur-

ther the critical ·group was more Inclined to take rtsks. This showed Itself 

, In the attitude toward research techniques, toi<Jard bas tc research as a rtsk-

taking enterprise and In gambling on financial support for their studies. 



INTRODUCTION 

There are many ways In which the social scientist can obtain his data and 

many sources which he can use. In this paper we shall be concerned with one 

special kind of condition In which research can be undertaken. This Is the 

situation In which a unique event or c~rsis occurs within society which can 

be used as a starting point for research. We are doing this for two reasons. 

1. Study of research In a crisis gives an opportunity for an adequate 

sample for Investigating the start of a research process. The precipitating 

event which releases p~sslble research Ideas Is accessible to a whole range of 

scientists. Ca~ual observation, as well as snme data to be reported late~ 

shows that most people trained In the social sciences h~ve Interesting Ideas 

at these times which would be followed up. Starting with this cowmon background 

of many scientists we find that relatively few research studies are actually 

conducted. In effect, we have here a natural experiment. We are able to 

study one experimental group (those who did undertake r~search) and compare it :•: 

with a control group and thus study the characteristics of these people who 

make ·a certain kind of research decision. 

2. There Is also a substantive Interest In the kind of research actually 

conducted here. The existence of empirical social science gives the posslbl

! lty for better understanding cf current events and the possibility of pro

viding future historians with deeper understanding than Is possible now for 

htm wtth his usua1 scurees. it ts tmpoitant, therefore, that some studies of 

this kind are undertaken; but, at the same time, the unexpected nature and 

the sudden demands which events of this kind make of the scientist, restrict 

the kind of research to a few people who are willing and able to do so. It 

seems rrultful,therefore,to Inquire who the people are and what the conditions 

are under which this research Is undertak~n. 
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The event which w~ are using In this study Is the assass!natlon of 

President Kennedy. This event had a great Immediate Impact on the whole 

society and also, because of Its unique coverage through the mass media, 

lent Itself relatively easily to any kind of study of Individual or social 

reactions. In addition, research on this topic was also co-ordinated. In 

part and, therefore, it was possible to Identify quickly the people who are 

conducting research on the event. A conference qf some leading social 

scientists In research organizations was called within one day of the assas

slnatfon and some major studies were planned at this time. In addition, 

a clearing house was establ !shed, relatively well-publictzed~ at the Bureau 

of Social Science· Research In Washington, which collected the type of 

studies done and the names of people Interested In these studies. This list 

provided, therefore, a ready pool of researchers who had undertaken studies 

In thls crlsts. 

In line with the two-fold purpose of the paper we shall Inquire both 

Into the ways In which people did approach these studies and how the studies 

related to the current work. Further, we shall want to compare the character

istics of the people who did undertake thls research with the control sample 

of people who did not. 

Talking generally about the decision to undertake the research, we can 

iook ~t it as a speciai instance of unoeftaking any action. Motivation must 

be strong enough to overcome all inner and outer obstacles. That Is, we 

would expect peonle to undertake It who ~fther had very strong motivation or 

who had less restraint Inside them to undertake research of this kind or 

either support for doing so. Thus, we 'an Identify the motivations for 

doing this research such as conception of the function of the scl~ntlst cr 
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a great motive to acquire knowledge; an~ on the other hand, restraints which 

would prevent a person from doing so, such as worry about funds or somewhat 

rigid conception of the procedures of social research. Concretely, we should 

apply this model to the two alms which we have stated before. 

METHOD 

Questionnaires were sent to all Investigators known to be involved · tn 

assassination studies. The original base of selection was a !i ~ t of profeso 

slon8is who had studied the Kennedy assassination or who had expressed in
r 

terest In these studies. Of the 59 questionnaires sent to these people, 37 

were completed and returned. However, four of these questionnaires could 

not be used In this study because the respondents had been Interested In 

assassination studies but had not completed any themselves. The 33 respondents 

whose names were Included on this list represent 54% of the 39 studies per-

formed by this group. The remaining 10 S's were suggested, on request, by 

the other respondents. These 43 respondents comprised the 11crltlcal" group . 

A 11contrott' group was chosen matching the professions of the critical 

respondents. The organizational directories of the professions of the critical 

respondents served as the population from which the control respondents were 

chosen. The procedure used was selecting the name Immediately preceding and 

the na"-~ lrrruedlately following that of each eriticai respondent. ,. . . 
\In tne 

case of psy~hology, this procedure was followed using the specific areas of 

psychology represented by the crltfc~l group as the populations rather than 

all the areas combined.) This selection procedure controlled for professional 

differences between the critical and control groups, and the selection of two 

control respondents for each crttrcai respondent assured a sufficiently large 

comparison group. 
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The 13-page questfo~nalre to the critical group Included three types of 

questions: objective, open-ended, and a diary. The first two types were 

focu~ed on political Interests, attitudes toward research, specific Interests 

related to the assasslnatron, the reactions of others to the study under

taken oy the respondent, and methodolog~cal and sltuatlo~dl factors considered 

In planning the study. The diary provided Information concerning the events 

of November 22, 1963 (the day on which President Kennedy w~s assassinated) 

through November 30, 1963. More specifically, this lnfor~~tlon was related 

to thoughts and activities regard1ng the respondent's study as well as his 

other major activities during this period. 

The five-page control questionnaire was adapted from the other question

naire and Included many of the same questions. However, because the con

trol respondents had not performed assassination sttldles, most of the ques

tions related to these studies were omttted and those that were included •11ere 

asked hypothetically rather than factually. In addition, there were some 

questions regarding Interest In crisis research. 

Sample Composition. 

The professional and organizational situations of both the critical ar~ 

control groups were Investigated for two reasons: one, to provide a general 

p~ciure of the background of the scientists who undertake crises research; 

and two, to compare them with the control groups to see If there were any 

dissimilarities which might account for their group's Involvement In the 

assassination studies. This Information Is presented In Table I; which ~eals 

with the professions, professional positions, and organt~atlon~l affiliations. 
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INSERT TASL~ I ABOUT HERE 
---------------- ---------

These data !ndlcate that the crltlcal respondents were concentrated in 

the fields of psychology and sociology mote than 1.1 any other single field 

and that most of them were university professors. 

~Jhen comparing the two groups, these data Indicate that the method ·of 

selection of the control '.lroup, which aimed at matching the two groups pro

fesslan .. <Hy ,, re~ul .... 2d In b .. lancing both the professions and the organizational 

affiliations of the two groups. As observed in Table J, the largest dif

ference between the two groups on this variable lies In the "director" 

category. A possible explanation for the small nu~~er of directors In the 

critical group as compared to the number in the control group Is that directors 

are more apt to supervise a study rather than participate directly In the 

research. In fact, several of the directors Included on, the original list 

dfd not fll I out the questionnaire sent to them but had a co-author complete 

It Instead. Although this difference between the two groups Is statistically 

slgnlfl.cant, further analysis Indicated that the positions of the respondents 

did not affect the answers to the other questions. 

How the Stud les were Performed. 

Before discussing the question of motivation to do the studies and the 

characteristics of the researchers, Jet us review the sequences of events 

\-Jhich led to the research and the kind of research itself. Not surprisingly, 

the respondents could not describe exactly the creative process which led to 

lnltlatlon of the research. Reading through the dlarfes on the questionnaire 

one finds a pattern, starting with curiosity about some aspect of the 
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situation after the first shock wore Qff. At some tlme, usually fairly soon, 

this curiosity Is translated Into an apprc~rlate action. In answer to a 

direct question, when they began work on the study, fifty-seven percent of 

the 37 respondents, who gave the relevant lnfonr..::t!on, claimed that they 

began their studies within three and one-half days after the assassination 

(i.u., by the end of November 25, 1963), and 89"'~ specified that they took 

concrete action on their stud[es within one and one-half weeks after the 

assassination (I.e., by the e~d of December 2, 1963}. Eleven percent said 

· they began after November 26, but did not give a more precise time. Six of 

the r~spondents did not specify whan th~y began work ~n their studies and 

are not Included In the foregoing percentages . 

A var . .tety of approaches. was used and the respondents were requested to 

report the types of samples and methods they employed • . The fact the~t Pres ldent 

Kennedy's assa~sination was a unique and unpredictable event and the fact that 

most of the studies had little time for planning, as fndlcated abqveJ might 

help explain why 66% of the respot'ldents. who answered the relevant question, 

used subjects which \\'ere either Involved In other research of the respondent 

or were par-t. of a convenience sampl ·~ (e.g., students In an ongoing course). 

Only 24% of the respondents employed a systematic 5ample and 1 ~/o secondary 

data. Two of the respondents did not report this tnformatlon . 

The respondents also report~d th~t th~y employed one or a combination of 

the methods presented In Table 2. The frequencies represent the number of 

respondentg ~~c used the technique. whether It was used alone or In connection 

with another method. 

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 
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In a further attempt to deterrr.lne the manner In which l"es~archerl> went 

about to study the assasslMtlon, let us examine a direct quest l·\'11 which 

required the res.pondents to tndlcate which of four possible reasons was n:ost 

appl [cable to his dectsl~n. Sl~teen percent of the respondents said the 

study fit Into an ongoing research prcject, 21% said It was related to 

previous research, 26% said It w~s of theoretical irr.portance, and 37% said 

Its value was Inherent In its uniqueness. The qual ltatlve differences between 

these reasons can be Illustrated by quotes from t~e diary and the open-ended 

question concerning the reasons for performing the study. 

Onoolno research 

082.: 11 1 decided to ask some questtons of college students about the 
assassination at the end of the Interviews for my current st~dy. 11 

035: "My study·was In the field already. Modified questionnaire to 
cover the assassination." 

014: 11Felt current research activities In the regulation of aggression 
were related to the reactions manifested to Oswald and Ruby.~ 

Previous research 

084: 11Had done previous study In role of personality factors In 
reactfcn5 to Cuban crls ls. 11 

048: 11For the past few years I have been studying situational anxiety ••• 
Somehow I got the Idea of glvfng thfs questionnaire to my students. I 
had done this also In the Cuban crisis ••• " 

060: 11Dec lded on a d lffus ton study s I nee had done a couple a I ready 
and was famtifar witti the ilterature. 11 

Theoretical Importance 

011: "Aimed at phenomenology of the events and soclo-psychologlcal 
exp I ana t! ons • 11 

086: 11Sorr.etim~ during tha weekend I thought about what lmpact the 
assassination of the President and the later killing of Oswald would 
have on people 1s Ideas of human nattllre.•• 

022: "Questionnaire partly based on hypotheses In I lterature on FOR's 
death. 11 

.; 

., 
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Uniqueness 

010: 11We hac!· 1once in a 1 tfeRtlme 1 data to work wlth. 11 

037: 11The opportunity presented Itself." 

051: "Professional curiosity, take advantage of an unusual event." 

The specific problems investig~ted by the respondents ware examined both 

quantitatively and qualitatively. A forced-choice question revealed that 

of those who answered the questfon. behavforal reaction~ to the assassination 

and transmission ancl reception of rel~vant Information werP. each studied by 

17% of the respond~nts, emotional reactions by 3~h 1 psychologfcal analyses 

of stgntfl~ant persons Involved by 6%, and the resultfng changes In attitude 

by 2~h. Seven respondents gave either more than one answer or no answer at 

all and were not Included In the fore~oing percentages. 

The diary provided additional data describing In more detail the fnterests 

which Influenced the respondents to perform studies. The following are 

examples of statements made by the respondents In relation to their study 

topics: 

C18: 11At the time of the as~asslnatlon thought about doing a study ••• 
because I am interested Jr. the subject of content selectfor. and dis
tortion of the media." 

051: 11Deslrablltty of dofng a study where the Intensity of emotions 
was so obvious occurre~ to me. 11 

053: 11Thought It would be helpful to obtain a sample of Oswald 1 s hand
writing for purposes of personai ity study,n 

064: 1 ~he research was related to a long-standing Interest--personality 
and political oplntons. 11 

050: 11 1 suspect that the s lght of the faces standing In J lne In 
Washington, D.C., to view the casket, made me want to test certain 
theories about the occurrence of anomie as much as anything eise." 
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A further question asked whether the original Idea was their own or 

whether they were urged to do the research by someone else·. Only four of 

the respondents claimed that the first suggestion to perform an assassination 

study came from a superior and of these, two were graduate students and the 

Idea was given to th~m by professors. One respondent revealed that his 

decision to perform the study came from reading In the newspaper that others 

·were doing It; and for the remaining · 8~/o, the Idea to do a study was originally 

their own or a colleague's. This Indicates that most of the experimental 

respondents performed the studies as a result of their own Initiative and 

that the data on their motivations, attitudes, etc., can be used as lllustra· 

tive of those leading to crisis research. 

Here there any pressures against doing the assassination study? In 

general, the respondents did not perceive any pressures, either Internal or 

external, against performing an assassination study. Only two respondents 

Indicated that they felt pressure from their colleagues and none of the respo:J

dents Indicated that they felt pressure from a superior. Moreover, after 

discussion of the study with colleagues, most of the respondents received 

positive feedback. Of those who discussed the study with colleagues, 7~/o 

repprted receiving reactions of Interest and only 22% received negative re

actions which Indicated that the study was Inappropriate at the time. Thts 

would seem to Imply that social sefer.tists in generai did not object to the 

performing of assassination studies and this, In turn, lnd(cates that there 

were factors In addftlor. to lack of external pressure which Influenced the 

responden~s to perform their respective studies. Another set of these questions 

asked for personal· reasons against .dofng the study. Forty-f"Jve percent o.f. 'both 

critical and control groups felt that none of the reason~, such as guilt feel lngs 
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or using a calamity for one's own advantage--should deter one from doing a 

study. Question by question, the respondents who did the study agreed more 

with the actual negative statements than the control group with hypothetical 

ones. The highest positive answer was for guilt feelings and 4~/o of the 

experimental group acknowledged having experienced some, while only 26% of 

the control group gave It as a likely deterrent. It Is clear that these 

feelings were not actual deterrents although they may have Introduced caution 

In the actual conduct of the study; e.g., some studies omitted Jntervlewlng 

on the funeral day. 

ORGANIZATIONAL PRESSURES AND FACILITATIONS 

It might be assumed that the scientists who translated their Ideas about 

assasslnatlon studies Into reality could do so because of organlzatlonal 

factors, Including pressures res~ltlng from the respondent's organizational 

affiliation or professional position and the avallablllty of flnances. Table 

I gives evidence that the f!rst factor Is not significantly dtffer~nt between 

the experimental and control groups and that, therefore, this f~ctor does not 

explain the reasQn for the decision to perform the study. 

There Is data, also, which ~Jves evidence that not all the critical 

resp"ndents had funds ava t 1 ab 1 e to do a study ~nd, therefore, that an ava II

ability of funds was not a necessary factor for the decision to perform a 

study. Only 40% of the respondentsf who gave the relevant Information, had 

assurance of receiving the ·necessary funds and 28% reported that ~t the time 

they answared the questionnaire for thts study (July, 1964 - D~cerrber, 1964) 

the costs of their studies had still not been met. The remalntng 72.% of the 

respondents financed their studies by one or a combination of the means 
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specified In Table 3. The avallabJilty of funding does not seem to have a 

decisive Influence In starting research, Contrary to expectation, organtza~ 

tiona! factors do not seem particularly Influential Jn engaging In crisis 

research. The sll9ht differences which do exist--relative concentration of 

the experimental group In universities and of the control groups In appl led 

settings--may rather be due to self-selection; I.e •• Individuals may seek to 

work In environments which permit them to do certain kinds of research. 

INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 

---------- .. - ·------------
Individual pressures are another condition which might have been tho•Jght 

to be lnfl1•entlal. _One of thes~ would be dissatisfaction with ongoing or prior 
2 

research. This posslbil tty was lnvestlg~ted and was not found to be slgnlfi-

cant. Table 4 reveals that very few of the r~sponclents had been dissatisfied 

with both their ongoing and prior research and that most of the respondents 

had been satisfied with both. 

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 

--------------------------------------------------------
Related to this Is the problem of pressures to publish which was In-

vestlgated In o,·der to discover whether or not the respondents decided to per-

form an assassination study because they had been looking for a topic to study. 

Although 3r~ of the experimental group revealed that they had felt pressure 

to publish at the dme of President Kennedy's assassination, only 5".4 had been 

looking for a problem to study and 93% were a1ready Involved in a project. 

These data, 9lus the finding that on variables rel&ted to factors Influencing 

the decision, the respondents who felt pressure to publish did not dJf~er 

-~ 
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significantly from those who did r.ot, lndtcate that the dectslon to perform 

the study d ld not result from a need to publish and a concomt tant search for 

a topic. 

SIMILARITIES AND DISSIMIL~RITIES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND COKrROL GROUPS 

Organizational pressure or facilitation cannot account for the eventual 

decision to undertake the assassination research. io obtain further clues, 

we shall look now at the attitudes of the researchers, about the general 

function of research operations and their own approach to it. We note first 

that the difference between the critical and the control group does not lie 

In lack of Interest in crisis research on the part of the latter group. 

A series of ffve questions dealing with research Interests and activities 

relates to different crisis events, fnaludlng the Kennedy assasslnatlon 7 re-

vealed that seven control respondents had no Interest In studying any of the 

events, 35 had been Interested. In studies done on one or more of the events 
' '· 

but dld not do any themselves, and 14 studied at least one event. In fa~tt 

39 of the FS control respondents had been Interested fn doing research on 

the assasslnatron. The small number of respondents who revealed no Interest 

In crisis research compared to the combfned number of respondents who were 

interested In or performed at least one study indicates that the resaons the 

control group dfd not perform studies of the Kennedy assassination did not 

stem, In general, from a Jack of Interest. 

In addition to research lnt•~rests, we might ask whether political Interests 

differentiated between the two g1·oups. When asked to report which of n!"ne 

pol [ tfcal activities (e.g.) participation In political demonstration~, com-

dlctuon of research for cand(~ates or political parties, etc.), the mean numoer 

of actlvltle3 In which the respond~nts had partfcfpated was 2.45 for the critical 
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group and 2.88 for the control group. The difference between these two 

means ls not significant and this Indicates that political Interests were not 

significant In Influencing the decision to perform the assassination studies. 

Eighty percent of the critical group and 73% of the control · group had voted 

for Kennedy • 

Motlvat~on 

We turn now to conditions Intrinsic to the role of the scientist and his 

motivation for doing research. Apart from the motfve to obtain knOI'IIedge. 

(which we can assume to be co~mon to all aclentlsts),two kinds of commitments 

and mot!ves .are Important to distinguish: (a) the need to convnuntcate kno~'l-

ledge, to make knowledge available to the whole scientific community and 

(b) the desire for recognition and prestige for one's discoveries. The 

3 flrst corresponds to the value called co~rounlsm by Merton or cowmonal lty by 
4 

Storer as part of the ethos of science, namely that the findings of science 

are property of the whole corrmunity. It can even be said that a fact does 

not become part of science until It Is corrmunlcated to one's peers and the 
5 6 . 

nature of science Is a social enterprise. According to Merton, the second 

motive Is practlcally a corollary of the first. As the sctentlst does not 

obtain any property right on his knowledge, he is tratned to work for recogni· 
7 tlon as reward. However, too exclusive concentration on thts motive may be-

come dysfunctional and hinder research \'IOrk. Crls Is research Is a risk-taking 

venture and the potentiality of furthering prestige ts, therefore, more ten-

uous than In other types of research. We would expect then that the critical 

group would be ~ore interested In communtcatlon and Jess fn Individual rccogni-

tJon than the control group. 
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Different motivation types were formed on the basts of the answers to 

the following two questions: 

I. "If you had the opportunity to discover Important facts fn your 
science but could not tell anyone about It, would you be likely 
to do I t7 11 

2. 11 1 f you had the opportunIty to d 1 scover Important facts In your 
science and could reveal the knowledge but not •;nder your own 
name, would you be likely to do lt7 11 

These questions were answered by the selection of one of five scaled answer·s, 

ranging from 11deflnltely11 to 1.'defln1tely not"; and for purposes of analysts, 

groups were formed by d lchotom'tzlng the anS'flers at the mean. {The means for 

the b1o questions fell at different points along the scale.) Thus, the 

answers to each of the questions were dlvfded Into two groups. 

It Is assumed that the scientists who would perform rcsearch,even If 

they could not tell anyone about It or could not reyeal the kno·,..rledge under 

their own names , would be very Interested 

In the attainment of knowledge per se. In other words, this group Is character!-

zed by a high motivation to produce knowledge, regardless of the prestige In-

valved or of Its contribution to the existing bulk of ~clentlflc knowledge, 

and corresponds with the first type of motivation mentioned above. Because 

of Its characteristic of high drive for the acquisition of knowledge, this 

group will be referred to as the High Drive for Knowledge group (HJKNO). 

The scientists in the second group, would be less likely 

to do research anonymously than those In the other two groups whether they 

could tell about It or not. Rather than performing research principally 

for the sake of acqutrtng knowledge, they are concerned with the external 

rewards they will receive and hold the second type of motivation mentioned 

above. This group will be referred to as the Low Drive for Knowledge group 
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(LOKNO), and Is characterized by concern for prestige resulting from research. 

The last group Is somewhat mc.·e complicated than the other two because 

It cannot be described by a simple high or low drive for knowledge. This 

group Is motivated to produce kn~~ledge, as Indicated by Its answer to the anony

mity of a'ctTon but will do so only when It Is possible to reveal this know .. 

ledge. Thus, this group Is motivated to fulfill the functions of science: 

I.e., discovery of knowledge and the subsequent dissemination of the knowledge · 

and corresponds to the third motivation type mentioned above. Because this 

group Is charactE>dzed by a high drive for dlscoverl'ng knowledge which can 

be used to contradict or modify existing knowledge or scientific theory and 

to precipitate research for new knowledge, It will be typed as the High Drive 

for Sc J ence group (H•I SC I) • 

According to our analysis of motivation we can expect that the moti

vation for discovering knowledge would be different for _the two groups and, 

thus, that there would be proportionally more critical respondents ~n the 

HIKNO and HISCI groups and more control respondents In the LOKNO gn~up. 

Table 5 reveals that this prediction was borne out and Indicates that It 

was so good that there were no controls tn the HISCI group. 

INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE 
- ------

An additional question~ 11 1 think cf myself as a scientist first and il 

citizen second, 11 provided additional evidence supporting the conci.Jslon that 

the crltlca·t group Is more of a science-oriented group than the control 

group. The respondents were reGliested to rank, on a five-point scale, . frorr. 

"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree. 1' Crlt!cai respondents agree with this 
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statement s lgnlflcantly more than the control respondents (p< ~05). The 

questions which we have cited, and wht;:h discriminate between the groups,sh0\'1 

the Importance of the conception of one 1s role as scientist on crisis research. 

Research related to crisis events, such as the assassination , does not 

necessarily manifest any immediate or even potential · practical applicability. 

A crisis event Is a sudden and rare lf not unique occurrence, and \'/han a 

social scientist decides to parform a relevant study he h~~ to be aware of 

the fact that the.knowledge he discovers may have no pragmatic value. 

Based on thIs analysIs, we can expect that the control group 1'/0uld be 

more oriented toward research for practical application than the experimental 

group. This prediction was correct. In response to a question asking what 

percentage of social science research should be geared toward the solution of 

practical problems, the means of the critical and control groups differed 

significantly at the .02 level (t-test) with the mean of the control group 

being the higher. 

The distinction between ba"&fs and applled research has been rnuch dis-

.cussed and used as a basts for some Invidious comparisons. For our present 

purpose \'le are less Interested In the sponsorsh lp or use of each type of 

research but In the style of executing lt. Dorwtn Cartwright has suggested 

that baste: research should be defined as 11 that whtch has a low probability 
8 

of success, but which yields an enormous pay-off when It Is successfu1. 11 

By contrast, much applied research Is variation, under some new conditions, 

of procedures which are known· to yield a reasonable success. We can Interpret 

the preference for applied research by the group In this light and surmise 

that the critical group Is more I fkely to be risk-takers ln. r.esearch.9 
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The Investigation of risk-taking characteristics of the subject popula

tion In this study revaaled that this assumption Is true. The gr~ate.r rlsk

taklng behavior of the critical respondents as compared to the control respond

ents Is evidenced by a series of questions. The respondents were requested 

to rank a number of statements from 0 to 4, corresponding to ''strongly disagree" 

to "strongly agree.•• Table 6 presents the means of both groups for four of 

these statements. As observed In this table, the means consistently foJ ·Jow 

INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE 
--- ----- ------

the same trend. The statement regarding new methods of research yields a 

significant difference between the two groups at the .01 level (t-test) and, 

although the other statements do not provide statistically significant results, 

they support the conclusion that the critical group Is more apt to take 

risks and to be flexible ln their research than Is the control group. 

Additional data which suggest a greater flexlbll tty· In research methods 

result from a question deal lng with the textbook description of the "Ideal" 

~ay of doing research. The respondents were asked to Indicate which steps 

of this "Ideal" method they felt could be eliminated under tt. .~e pressure. 

Because the critical respondents had performed Kennedy assassination studies 

(most of which were done under time pressure) and because analysts had shown, 

as mentioned above; that they were less rigla In their approach to research; 

It was predicted that they would feel that ~~re of these steps could be 

eliminated than would the control group. This prediction \>tas true: the 

mean of the critical group was 3.55 steps ani ~ean for the control group 

was '!..76. A t-test revealed that the difference between these mean~ Is 
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nearly significant at the .05 level {t ~ 1.978). The favor~te candidates 

for omtsslo71 were: construct a theory (61% of ~ritical and 64% of control 

group}, read the literature (51% of crltlcal and 3~h of control group) and, 

test rel tabtl ity (55% of critical and 35% of control group). 

The differences between th~ HIKNO and the LOKNO groups when applied to 

the problem of finances manifest a relationship with risk-taking characterl~-

tics, In a question asking whether the respondent had thought that the 

av~ilabtllty of funds would help or hinder him in carrying out his study, 

15 respondents reported that they thought they would be helped and ll claimed 
< 

that they thought they would be hindered (the remalnlr.g 16 respondents gave 

no answe.r). A chi square analysis {p<.OS) revealed that the resp<'liidents who 

were he J ped by funds tended to be In the LOil..iiG gc:c~y "'!!"1 II~ thos-e · who \oJere 

hindered tended to be In the. HJKNO group. Thus; lt seems that \>Jlth a low 

motivation, an availability of funds was a partial factor In lnfluenc.l:~g the 

respondent to do research; \'lhereas with a high motivatlcn, the respondent 

performed the research even without an &V8ilablllty of funds. If we consider 

a lack of available funds to provide a risk-taking sltuatlont these results 

Indicate that the scienthts \'dth a low motivation wll j be more 1 lkely to do 

research If there a;P. fewer risks Involved, whereas scientists with a high 

motivation will perform research even when there are obvious rlskso Thfs 

styie of reseaich Js aJso mantfest tn the actuu1 conduct cf the research. 

Only 35% of the respondents clalmetl that they conducted ·thelr study in the 

time-honored framework of lntroductci'Y methodology courses "to test a theory." 

In addition, slightly less than half the respondents acknowledged that they 

were gutd~d more than usual by tnt~ftfon and hunches In this research. 
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The differences between the HIKNO and the LOK~O groups In their attitudes 

toward research were analyzed In order to better describe the characteristics 

of these groups . (The HISCI groups could not be Included because of the 

z~ro cell In the control group.) When the critical and control groups were 

controlled for the HIKNO and the LOKNO groups proveri to differ significantly 

ln their r-anktng!i of two statements regarding reasons for performing !jclent!flc 

research. (In both ca!ies p< .ol.) The L.OKNO group ranked 11prestlge In the 

sclentiHc world" higher than the HIKNO group and the direction was reversed 

In the ranklngs of 11knm·Jledge for Its own sake regardless of Its appllcatlcr.. 11 

Thes~ results Illustrate roore fully that HIKNO Is a knowledge-oriented group 

whereas the LOKNO group Is Interested tn research more as a prestlge-provldlng 

opportunity. 

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of the data collected, we suspect no~o1 that practically every 

social scientist , faced with a sudden crisis In the society, has at least a 

fleetlng feeling to do some research on this event. To at least~ minimal 

degre~~~ans can be found to undertake a ~tudy. Thus, by and large, the 

question of doing the research resolves Itself to a problem cf Individual 

decision-making, of translating desires Into action. 

He found pr Inc I pal I y two per&r.ma I cond It! ons wh 1 ch dIs t I ng'J Ish those 

lndlvldua!s who do engage In crisis resear~~: perception of his role as a 

sclcintlst and willingness to assume risks. Undertaking research when a 

sudden opport&Jnlty presents Itself Is In some respects the prototype of the 

bas ~s research sf tuat ton. it cannot hav~ beM ant Jdpated or specIfIcally 

planned beforehand or tied Into practical application and Is thus primarily 

a fruit of Intellectual curiosity. The Insights 1~hlch any c:r.:~lned scientist 
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can obtain In casual observ~tlon have to be converted 1nto data which can be 

communicated. Thus, the scientist \~ho accepts the responsibility of his 

role w.lll be most likely to undertake a forma) research project at this 

juncture. Further studies of this kind must be Improvised and practically 

force the r~searcher Into pioneering by using techniques of theoretical 

hunches which he cannot be sure about. Thus the willingness of taking risks 

In research without losing sight of research standards Is the second trait 

which we have Identified for crisIs researchers. 

The manner In which they approached the assassination studies Is not 

too different from their usual way of proceeding and the description of the 

procedure Is probably a somewhat sharpened picture of their usual research 

style. We can see here the declslon to assume the role of social scientist 

and to look at eventsthrough the tnstruments of scientific methodology and 

do this among a group who can do this qulckly and effectively. 



TABLE I 

Professional Position Of Critical And Control Groups . 

PROFESSIONS CRITICAL CONTROL POSIT ION CRITICAL CONTROL ORGANIZATION CRITICAL CONTROL ! 

Communications Research I 0 Ci lnical Psychologist 2 5 Hospital c 3 

Economics 0 I DIrector 3 15 Industrial 
Organization 0 5 

EducatIon 0 I Graduate Student 5 0 
Private Practice 1 2 

~arketlng Research I 3 Instructor 2 2 

Political Science 8 8 Professor 25 
Psycholo~Jcal 

28 Clinic 1 2 

t'sychlatry 0 2 Research Scientist 5 4 Public School 0 2 

Psychology 18 28 Nonclasslftable 1 2 Research 
Institute 8 8 

Social \-Iori< I 2 
University 33 31 

Sociology 14 I I 
None 1 ass If I able 0 3 

TOTAL lj.3 56 43 56 43 56 

1 



TABLE 2 

Methods Used By The Critical Group For The 
Collection of Data In the Assassination 

Studies 

METHOD NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 

Content Analysis 4 
Handwriting Analysts 1 
Personal Interview 17 
Questionnaire 20 
Telephone Interview 6 

- - --------------------



TABLE 3 

Methods Used By The Critical Group 
To Finance The Assassination Studies 

FUNDS USED 

No funds necessary 
Funds available at 

the tIme 
Funds acquired 

through the 
respondent's 
organizat Jon 

Funds acquired from 
grant appllcatlo:"'s 

Not specified 

NUNBER OF RESPONDENTS 

10 
9 

8 

4 
2 

__ _:..-



TABLE 4 

Feelings About Research Done At Tlme Of Assassination 
Or Immediately Before the Assassination 

FEELINGS NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 

SP.tlsfactlon with research done 
Only at time of assassfnatlon 2 

Satisfaction with research done 
Only before assassination 8 

Satlsfact1on with bot~ 26 

Satisfaction with neither 7 



TABLE 5 

Motivation Types In Critical And Control ~roups 

Wou I d do 1·esearch If cou I d not revea 1 
knowledge under own name. 

Definitely 

Would do research If could not reveal 
knowledge to anybody. 

Definitely or Probably (HIKNO) 

Possibly, doubtful or definitely 
not (HISCI) 

Probably, possibly, doubtful or definitely 
not (LOKNO) 

TOTAL 

CRITICAL 

24 

16 

8 

19 

43 

CONTROL 

23 

23 

0 

31 

54 



TABLE 6 

Means Of The Cr!t!ca! A~d Control Groups 
On Risk-Taking Statements 

STATEMENTS CRITirllt_ 

11 1 am Impulsive In my work." 1.81 

11 lf I'm Interrupted while doing a study I get 
upset. 11 1.26 

Ill don 1 t like to try new IT'.ethods of research.'' .54 

"I usually plan my studies well In advance.•• 1.79 

CONTROL 

1.45 

I .65 

.95 

2.13 



I. This list was complied at the Bureau of Social Sclenct Research, 

~/ashlngton, D. C. The authors thank Dr. Robert J. Bowers, Director of the 

Bureau, for his cooperation In the selection of the sample and his advice In 

the construction of the questionnaire. 

2. Cf. Bernard Barber and Renee c. Fox, "The Case of the Floppy-Eared 

Rabbits: ~n Instance of Serenrllplty Gained and Serendipity Lost,'' American 

Journal of ioclology, 64 (September, 1958), 128-136. 

3. Cf. Robert K. Merton's "The Ethos of Science,'' In Social Theory and 

Social Structure, (Revised Edltl~ri), Glencoe: The Free Press, 1957, p. 552. 

4. Norman W. Storer, "Some Sociological Aspects of Federal Science 

Polley," American Behavioral Scientist (December, 1962)1 pp. 29-30. 

5. This Is the position taken, for Instance, by Nlchael Polanyl, In 

Personal Knowledge. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. However t~ls 

book Is evaluated as philosophy of science, It Is a challenging description 

of the scientific process. 

6 • L'Oc • C I t , 

], Robert K. Merton, "Priorities In SciP.ntlflc Discoveries,'' American 

Sociological Review, 22 (December, 1953), ~;5-659. - ;.· · 

8. Quoted In Abraham Kaplan 1 s The Conduct of Inquiry, San Francisco: 

Chandler Publishing Co., 1964, p. 253. 

9. Host work In creativity stresses the risk-taking aspect, e.g., 

David c. 11cCielland, "The Calculated Risk: An Aspect of Scientific PerformanceJ 11 

In Calvin W, Taylor and Frank Barron (Eds.) Scientific Creatl.Yllv.· New York: 

Jchn ~/!ley, 1963, pp. 184-192. Gerhart Wiehe stresses the guilt connected 

with high risk taklng among creators In "An Exploration Into tile Nutu;-e of 

Creativity," Public Opinion Ouarter_ly, 205 (Fall, 1962), 389-397. MacKin•:on 1 :; 



11 

Ranklan analysts of creatlvtty as ego strength and rejection of profession. I 

standard leads In the samt: direction, ''Personal lty and the Realization of 

Creative Potential," 8tnerlcan Psychologist, 20 (April, 1965), 273-28!. Far 

a strlktng, though fictional, contrast between a safe and a risk-taking 

researcher, see the characters of Arthur Mtles and Constantine In c. P. 

Snow 1 s The Search, New York: Norton, 1959. 
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